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Abstra t:
In many s enarios network design is not enfor ed by a
the intera tions of several self-interested agents.
onne tivity is due to Autonomous Systems'
ea h user

lient

an de ide the set of

entral authority, but arises from

This is the

onne tions to establish.

Re ent works have used game theory, and in parti ular the
to

hara terize stable networks

works assume that users are

ase of the Internet, where

hoi es, but also of overlay networks, where
on ept of Nash Equilibrium,

reated by a set of selsh agents.

The majority of these

ompletely non- ooperative, leading, in most

ases, to ine ient

equilibria.
To improve e ien y, in this paper we propose two novel so ially-aware network design
games. In the rst game we in orporate a so ially-aware omponent in the users' utility fun tions, while in the se ond game we use additionally a Sta kelberg (leader-follower) approa h,
where a leader (e.g., the network administrator) ar hite ts the desired network buying an
appropriate subset of network's links, driving in this way the users to overall e ient Nash
equilibria.
We provide bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy and other e ien y measures, and study
the performan e of the proposed s hemes in several network s enarios, in luding realisti
topologies where players build an overlay on top of real Internet Servi e Provider networks.
Numeri al results demonstrate that (1) introdu ing some in entives to make users more
so ially-aware is an ee tive solution to a hieve stable and e ient networks in a distributed
way, and (2) the proposed Sta kelberg approa h permits to a hieve dramati

performan e

improvements, designing almost always the so ially optimal network.
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Jeux de Formation des Réseaux ave

une

omposante

So iale
Résumé :

Dans plusieurs s énarios le déploiement d'un réseau n'est pas imposé par

une autorité

entrale, mais résulte des intera tions entre plusieurs agents égoïstes.

le

as, par exemple, de l'Internet, où la

C'est

onne tivité est due aux dé isions des systèmes

autonomes, mais aussi des réseaux overlay, où

haque utilisateur peut dé ider l'ensemble des

onnexions à établir. Des travaux ré ents ont utilisé la théorie des jeux, et en parti ulier le
on ept de l'équilibre de Nash, pour

ara tériser des réseaux stables qui sont

ensemble d'agents égoïstes. La majorité de
omplètement non

oopératifs, menant, dans la plupart des

Pour améliorer l'e a ité, dans

réés par un

es travaux supposent que les utilisateurs sont
as, à des équilibres ine a es.

et arti le nous proposons deux jeux originaux partiellement

so iaux pour la plani ation des réseaux. Dans le premier jeu, nous avons in orporé une
omposante so iale (qui tient

ompte du

out so ial ou global du réseau) dans les fon tions

d'utilité des utilisateurs, alors que dans le deuxième jeu nous avons utilisé en plus une
appro he Sta kelberg (leader-follower), où le leader (par exemple, l'administrateur de réseau)
ar hite te le réseau désiré en a hetant un sous-ensemble approprié des liens de réseau, menant
omme ça les utilisateurs à des équilibres de Nash e a es. Nous fournissons des limites pour
le Pri e of Anar hy et d'autres mesures d'e a ité, et étudions les performan es des jeux
proposés dans plusieurs s énarios, y

ompris des topologies réelles où les joueurs

onstruisent

un réseau overlay sur de vrais réseaux de fournisseurs d'Internet. Les résultats numériques
montrent que (1) l'introdu tion des in itations pour rendre les utilisateurs plus so iaux est
une solution e a e pour obtenir des réseaux stables et e a es d'une manière distribuée,
et (2) l'appro he Sta kelberg peut produire une amélioration importante des performan es,
en

réant presque toujours des réseaux optimaux d'un point de vue global.

Mots- lés :

Plani ation des Réseaux, So ialité, Théorie des Jeux, Equilibres de Nash,

Jeux de Sta kelberg
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Introdu tion

Network design with selsh users has been the fo us of several re ent works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄,
whi h have modeled how independent selsh agents
by paying for possible edges. Ea h user's goal is to
minimum possible

an build or maintain a large network

onne t a given set of terminals with the

ost. Game theory is the natural framework to address the intera tion of

su h self-interested users (or players). A

Nash Equilibrium (NE) is a set of users

that none of them has an in entive to deviate unilaterally. For this reason the
networks are said to be

stable.

However, Nash equilibria in network design games
optimal,

an be mu h more expensive than the

entralized solution. This is mainly due to the la k of

users, whi h leads to design

hoi es, su h
orresponding

ooperation among network

ostly networks.

A tually, the majority of existing works assume that users are ompletely non- ooperative.
However, this assumption

ould be not entirely realisti , for example when network design

involves long-term de isions (e.g., in the
Moreover, in entives

1

ase of Autonomous Systems peering relations) .

ould be introdu ed by some external authority (e.g., the overlay ad-

ministrator) in order to in rease the users'

ooperation level.

In this work we over ome this limitation by rst proposing a novel network design game,
the So ially-Aware Network Design (SAND) game, where users are
obje tive fun tion that

ombines both

manner. More spe i ally, the
(the

selsh

individual

and

so ial

ost fun tion of ea h user is a ombination of its own path

omponent) and the overall network

ost, whi h represents the

A parameter (α) weights the relative importan e of the network
user path

ost. Changing the value of

awareness or user

hara terized by an

on erns in a unied and exible

α permits to take into a

so ial

ost

omponent.

ost with respe t to the

ount dierent levels of so ial

ooperation.

We investigate systemati ally the impa t of

ooperation among network agents on the

Pri e of Anar hy (P oA),
Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy (RP oA) of the proposed

system performan e, through the determination of bounds on the
the

Pri e of Stability (P oS )

and the

game. They all quantify the loss of e ien y as the ratio between the
network and the

ost of the optimal network, whi h

In parti ular the

P oA,

the highest

rst introdu ed in [7℄,

ost), while the

ost); nally, the

RP oA

P oS

[1℄

ost of a spe i

ould be designed by a

stable

entral authority.

onsiders the worst stable network (that with

onsiders the best stable network (that with the lowest

onsiders only Nash equilibria rea hable via best response dynami s

from the empty solution [6℄.

Hen e,

P oA

and

RP oA

due to distributed users de isions (anar hy), while the

indi ate the maximum degradation

P oS

indi ates the minimum

ost to

pay to have a solution robust to unilateral deviations. Our analyti al results show that as
in reases, i.e., when users are more sensitive to the so ial

ost, the

P oS

onverges to

1,

α

i.e.,

the best stable network is more e ient, as expe ted. Surprisingly, an opposite result holds
for the worst
network

ase. Indeed, for large

α

values (highly so ially-aware users) the worst stable

an be mu h more expensive than the networks designed by purely selsh users.

1 This observation motivates in [4℄ the study of strong NE, onsidering oalitions that ould take de isions
bene ial to all the members of the group.
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For this reason, we further propose a Sta kelberg approa h, the Network AdministratorDriven SAND game (NAD-SAND), whi h enables very e ient Nash equilibria, avoiding
worst- ase s enarios: a leader (e.g., the network administrator) buys an appropriate subset
of the network links (i.e., those belonging to the minimum

ost generalized Steiner tree

overing all sour e/destination pairs), indu ing the followers (the network users) to rea h
an e ient Nash equilibrium.
We measured the performan e of the proposed games in several network topologies, inluding realisti

s enarios where players build an overlay on top of real Internet Servi e

Provider networks, and we observed that so ially-aware users always generate better networks. Furthermore, we observed that the proposed Sta kelberg approa h a hieves dramati
performan e improvements in all the

onsidered s enarios, even for small

leads most of the times to the optimal (least
tives to make users more so ially-aware

α

values, sin e it

ost) network. Hen e, introdu ing some in en-

ould be an ee tive solution to a hieve stable and

e ient networks in a distributed way.
In summary, the main



ontributions of this paper are the following:

the proposition of the So ially-Aware Network Design game, whi h
individual and so ial



ombines both

on erns in a unied and exible manner.

The determination of bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy, the Pri e of Stability and the
Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy of the proposed game.



The proposition of a Sta kelberg game where the network administrator leads the users
to a system-wide e ient equilibrium by buying an appropriate subset of the network
links.



A thorough numeri al evaluation of the proposed games in several realisti

network

s enarios, in luding real ISP topologies.
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 dis usses related work. Se tion 3 introdu es
the proposed So ially-Aware Network Design game. Se tion 4 proposes a greedy algorithm
that implements best response dynami s, whi h permits to rea h a Nash equilibrium in
the proposed game. Se tion 5 provides pre ise bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy, the Pri e
of Stability and the Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy for the SAND game. Se tion 6 des ribes
the proposed Sta kelberg game (the Network Administrator-Driven SAND game), whi h
enables very e ient Nash equilibria. Se tion 7 presents numeri al results that demonstrate
the ee tiveness of the SAND and NAD-SAND games in several realisti
Finally, Se tion 8

2

network s enarios.

on ludes this paper.

Related Work

Several re ent works fo used on network design with selsh users [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄.
The so- alled

Shapley network design game

is proposed in [1℄. In this game, ea h player

hooses a path from its sour e to its destination, and the overall network

ost is shared

INRIA
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among the players in the following way: ea h player pays for ea h edge a proportional share
of the edge

ost, i.e., the edge

ost divided by the number of players that pass through su h

edge.
Of all the ways to share the so ial

ost among the players, this proportional sharing

method enjoys several desirable properties. First, it is budget balan ed, in that it partitions
the so ial
a

ost among the players. Se ond, it

onsequen e is the unique

an be derived from the Shapley value, and as

ost-sharing method satisfying

ertain fairness axioms. Third, it

admits pure strategy NEs. Spe i ally, Anshelevi h et al. showed in [1℄ that a pure-strategy
Pk
Nash equilibrium always exists, that P oA = k and P oS = Hk =
i=1 1/i = O(ln(k)).
The network design model presented in [2℄ by Anshelevi h et al. is general and does not
admit pure Nash equilibria, even for very simple network instan es. Briey, in su h model
ea h player

i

has a set of terminal nodes that he must

payment fun tion
of edge

e.

pi ,

Any edge

ost). Ea h player

i

where

e

su h

tries to

onne t. A strategy of a player is a

pi (e) P
is how mu h player i is oering to ontribute to
that
bought (c(e) being
i pi (e) ≥ c(e) is onsidered
P
minimize its total payments,
e∈E pi (e).

the

ost

the link

The authors in [3℄ have extended the network design model in [1℄, in luding weighted
players.

But while easy to dene, this weighted network design game is

analyze.

In parti ular, it is shown in [3℄ that: (1) pure-strategy Nash equilibria exist in

all weighted Shapley network design games with

two

hallenging to

players, and (2) there are no larger

lasses of weighted Shapley network design games that always possess pure-strategy Nash
equilibria.
The works in [4, 5℄ study the existen e of strong Nash equilibria (i.e., equilibria where
no

oalition

an improve the

ost of ea h of its members) in network design games under

dierent

ost sharing me hanisms. Strong Nash equilibria ensure stability against deviations

by every

on eivable

oalition of agents. More spe i ally, the authors in [4℄ show that there

are graphs that do not admit strong Nash equilibria, and then give su ient

onditions on

the existen e of approximate strong Nash equilibria.
Furthermore, the problem of designing a proto ol that optimizes the equilibrium behavior of the indu ed network game is investigated in [6℄.
of optimal

The authors study the design

ost-sharing proto ols for undire ted and dire ted graphs, single-sink and mul-

ti ommodity networks, dierent

lasses of

ost-sharing methods, and dierent measures of

the ine ien y of equilibria. Moreover, they provide upper and lower bounds on the best
possible performan e of non-uniform
Few works have

ost-sharing proto ols.

onsidered individual and so ial

on erns of user agents while dealing

with dierent types of networking problems [8, 9℄.
A proposition that takes into a
in [8℄ in the general

ount individual and so ial benets has been

ontext of multi-agent systems, where individual and so ial

onsidered

on erns

an

oni t, leading to ine ient system performan e. To address su h problem, the authors
have proposed a formal de ision making framework, based on so ial welfare fun tions, that
ombines both so ial and individual perspe tives.
An experimental investigation of the impa t of
games is

RR n° 7141
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ontext of routing

onsidering parti ular network topologies
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(i.e., parallel links and load balan ing networks), shared by several users. Ea h user seeks
to optimize either its own performan e or some
and that of other users, by

ombination between its own performan e

ontrolling the routing of its given ow demand.

However, unlike our work, none of the above papers applies these

on epts to the net-

work design game, nor provides a theoreti al analysis of the e ien y of the a hieved Nash
equilibria.

3

The So ially-Aware Network Design Game

In this Se tion we illustrate the proposed So ially-Aware Network Design (SAND) game,
motivating the reason to introdu e su h model.

G = (V, E), where ea h edge e has a
i ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . k} is identied with a sour e-sink pair
(si , ti ). Every player i pi ks a path Si from its
P sour e to its destination, thereby reating
the network (V, ∪i Si ) with total ost equal to
e∈∪i Si ce , whi h will be referred to as so ial
ost. We will refer to the path Si also as the strategy hosen by player i.
This so ial ost is assumed to be shared among the players in the following way: let xe
denote the number of overlay paths that go through overlay link e; if edge e lies in xe of the
c
hosen paths, then ea h player hoosing su h an edge pays a proportional share πe = e of
xe
The SAND game o

nonnegative

the

ost

ce ,

urs in a dire ted graph

and ea h player

ost.
The obje tive fun tion

Ji

i wants to minimize
X
X
Ji =
πe + α
ce

that user

e∈Si
The rst term takes into a
user

ount the

i to buy the edges belonging to the

represents the total network
give more weight to one

is therefore given by:
(1)

e∈∪j Sj

selsh

nature of ea h player, sin e it is the

ost (i.e., the

omponent with respe t to the other.

An alternative interpretation of obje tive fun tion (1) is also possible: we
users are

ost for

Si ; on the other hand, the se ond term
so ial ost), α being a parameter that permits to

hosen path,

ompletely selsh, but the so ial-aware term in

ost fun tion (1),

α

an think that
P
e∈∪j Sj ce , is

imposed by the network operator. The advantage of su h approa h is that the operator does
not need to solve a large-s ale Integer Linear Programming problem in order to optimize the
routing

hoi es for every

lo ation et

. . . ), but

hange in the network (either in the topology, links

ost, players

an let the users solve the problem in a distributed way,

onverging

to a good and stable solution.
Note that for

α=0

obje tive fun tion (1)

orresponds to that of the Shapley Network

Design Game proposed in [1℄, whi h represents a parti ular

ase of our proposed game.

Furthermore, in our game, users need only a limited amount of information, whi h is exa tly
equal to that of the Shapley network design game.
We observe that the SAND game is a

ongestion game

on the given graph

G

potential game

[10℄. In fa t, the

without being at the same time a
J i , is not

ost in urred by player i,

INRIA
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osts in urred by su h player from ea h link in the

but it in ludes a further term, the total network
It is easy to verify that the SAND game is

hosen path

ost (multiplied by the parameter

Si ,

α.)

hara terized by the following potential

fun tion:

Φ(S) =

xe
X
XX
ce
ce
+α
x
x=1

S = (S1 , S2 . . . Sk )
As a

S

(2)

e∈∪j Sj

e∈E

being the ve tor of players' strategies.

onsequen e, su h game has at least one pure Nash equilibrium, namely the strategy

that minimizes

Φ(S)

[11℄. Furthermore, in su h a game, best response dynami s always

onverge to a Nash equilibrium.
Sin e we have introdu ed a term proportional to the network

ost in the obje tive fun -

tion of ea h player, we expe t that players should design better networks, even though Se tion 5 shows that this is not ne essarily the

ase. Before addressing this issue, we present in

the following Se tion a possible asyn hronous users operation that implements best response
dynami s and hen e

4

onverges to a Nash equilibrium.

Best Response Algorithm

We now des ribe a simple algorithm that implements best response dynami s, allowing ea h
user to improve its

ost fun tion in the proposed SAND game.

Su h algorithm, detailed

in the following, is the best response strategy for a user minimizing obje tive fun tion (1),
assuming other users are not
We still

hanging their strategies.

onsider a dire ted graph

G = (V, E),

where ea h edge

e

has a nonnegative

ost

ce .
S = (S1 , S2 . . . Sk ), where Si ⊂ E is a set
(si , ti ). Let us denote by S −i = ∪j6=i Sj the set
−i
of edges used by all players ex ept player i; as a onsequen e, the set E − S
ontains all
links that are not used by the set of all players ex ept i. Finally, let ke denote the number
of times that edge e lies in the paths hosen by su h players (i.e., all players ex ept player
i).
Algorithm 1 allows user i to determine the best response to all other users' strategies.
Let us

onsider a ve tor of players' strategies

of edges that

onne t the sour e-sink pair

The rationale behind su h algorithm is very simple: the link weights are set equal to the
in urred by user
path

i

to

hoose them, a

orresponds to the

hoi e that minimizes the user's

ost, and it represents therefore

its best response. Note that, if multiple shortest paths exist with the same
hooses one of them randomly.

RR n° 7141
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ost, the player
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo- ode spe i ation for the best response dynami s for the SAND game

1: if e ∈ S −i then
ce
2:
Set Cost(e) =
ke +1
3: else
4:
Set Cost(e) = ce · (1 + α)
5: end if
6: Compute the least- ost path (using

Cost(e)
7: Set Si equal
5

to the set of links

for example the Dijkstra algorithm) with link

osts

ontained in the least- ost path

Bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy, Pri e of Stability and
Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy for the SAND game

In this Se tion, we derive bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy (P oA), the Pri e of Stability (P oS )
and the so- alled Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy (RP oA) for the So ially-Aware Network Design
game, and

ompare them with the results presented in [1℄ for the Shapley Network Design

game. This allows us to determine the worst and best

ase performan e of our proposed

game.

5.1

Bound on the Pri e of Anar hy

We now establish a lower bound on the Pri e of Anar hy for the SAND game, whi h is
dened as the ratio between the
ost), and the

ost of the worst stable network (that with the highest

ost of the optimal network.

Proposition 1 In the SAND game, a lower bound on the Pri e of Anar hy (P oA) is given
by the following expression:

P oA ≥ k(1 + α).
Proof: Let us
one of

(3)

onsider the simple network s enario of Figure 1 with two parallel links,

ost equal to 1, the other with an arbitrarily high

players must

onne t the

ommon sour e node

optimal out ome, ea h player

i

s

to the

ost equal to

C.

Ea h of the

ommon destination node

hooses the lower link, with

ost 1, and the

t.

k

In the

ost of the formed

network is obviously 1.
However, this is not the only Nash equilibrium for the SAND game. Let us suppose that
onguration sees all k users routed over the upper link, with ost C . It
α ≥ Ck − 1, no user has a gain to deviate and hoose the link with ost
equal to 1. Then, the ost of the network is C . Now if C = k(1 + α), the above inequality
C
is satised, and we obtain that the Pri e of Anar hy is at least
1 = k(1 + α).
the initial network

is easy to show that if

2
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C

s

t
1
k

Figure 1: Two-link network topology:
destination node

5.2

players must

onne t the

ommon sour e node

s

to

t.

Bound on the Pri e of Stability

In the following we

ompute an upper bound on the Pri e of Stability for the SAND game,

whi h is dened as the ratio between the
lowest

ost), and the

ost of the best stable network (that with the

ost of the optimal network.

In the SAND game, the Pri e of Stability (P oS ) is upper bounded by the
following expression:

Proposition 2

P oS ≤

Hk + α
.
1+α

(4)

Pxe ce
e∈E
x=1 x is an exa t
potential fun tion for the Shapley network design game revised in Se tion II. Furthermore,
Proof: It is shown in [1, 11℄ that the fun tion

Ψ(S) =

P

it is shown in [11℄ that su h fun tion satises the following inequalities:
ost(S)

≤ Ψ(S) ≤ Hk ost(S)
(5)
Pk
where ost(S) =
e∈∪j Sj ce and Hk =
i=1 1/i is the k th harmoni number.
The potential fun tion of the SAND game, Φ(S), is dire tly related to that of the Shapley
network design game, Ψ(S). In fa t, from expression (2) it an be easily seen that Φ(S) =
Ψ(S) + α · ost(S). Hen e, if we repla e Ψ(S) = Φ(S) − α · cost(S) in expression (5), it
P

follows that:

(1 + α)

ost(S)

≤ Φ(S) ≤ (Hk + α)

ost(S).

(6)

Finally, Theorem 19.13 in [11℄ states that if a potential game with potential fun tion

Φ(S)

satises the following inequality:
ost(S)

A
with

A

and

B

positive

≤ Φ(S) ≤ B

ost(S)

onstants, then the Pri e of Stability (P oS ) is at most

Therefore, in our problem, we obtain that the Pri e of Stability is at most

(7)

AB .
Hk +α
1+α .

2
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5.3

Bound on the Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy

We now derive a bound on the so- alled Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy (RP oA), a quantity
dened in [6℄.

The denominator of this ratio is the ost of the so ially optimal network,
C opt ; the numerator is the largest ost of an equilibrium rea hable via

whi h we denote by

the following pro ess: the

k

players enter the game one-by-one in an arbitrary order, and

ea h pi ks a path of minimum

ost (a

ording to obje tive fun tion (1)), given the

hoi es of

previous players. After all players have entered, the game pro eeds exa tly as for the SAND
game, with ea h player re-optimizing its path, given the

urrent strategies of all other players

(using for example the best response algorithm illustrated in the previous Se tion). When
the pro ess rea hes a Nash equilibrium (as it must, sin e it is a potential game), it stops.

In the SAND game, the Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy (RP oA) is upper
bounded by the following expression:

Proposition 3

RP oA < k
Proof: Let

Siopt

α+1
.
α + k1

dene the path from sour e node

si

(8)

to destination node ti for player

i in

ost network), and let Si denote the path hosen by player i
P
P
opt
in its rst move in the game. Let C(Si ) =
e∈Siopt ce and C(Si ) =
e∈Si ce denote the
the optimal out ome (the least
osts of su h two paths.
For the rst player that enters the network, the following inequality holds:

X

πe + α

X

ce = (1 + α)C(S1 ) < (1 + α)C(S1opt ).

e∈S1

e∈S1

For the se ond player, the following inequality holds:

X

that

P an

πe + αC(S1 ∪ S2opt )

e∈S2opt

e∈S2
whi h

X

πe + αC(S1 ∪ S2 ) <

also be expressed as follows, observing that
opt
e∈S2opt πe ≤ C(S2 )

X

C(S1 ∪ S2opt ) < C(S1 ) + C(S2opt ),

and

πe + αC(S1 ∪ S2 ) < (1 + α)C(S2opt ) + αC(S1opt ).

e∈S2
It

an be further observed that:

X
e∈Si

πe ≥

1
C(Si ),
k

sin e in the best out ome, ea h of the links belonging to the path
by all

k

hosen by player

i is shared

players.

If we pro eed iteratively, we nally obtain the following inequality:

INRIA
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k
k
[
X
1
)C( Si ) < (1 + α)
C(Siopt )
k
i=1
i=1

an be rewritten as follows, observing that

(α +

Pk

i=1

C(Siopt ) ≤ kC opt

:

k
[
1
)C( Si ) < (1 + α)kC opt .
k
i=1

This allows us to obtain the following result:

Sk
C( i=1 Si )
α+1
.
<k
opt
C
α + k1
Hen e, the
S
k
C( i=1 Si ), is

(9)

ost of the network rea hed after the rst move of ea h of the k players,
α+1
opt
k α+
ost, C
. Sin e subsequent best
1 times the optimal
k

no more than

response moves performed by players de rease the potential fun tion value
expression (2) (simulating a lo al sear h on it), the players will
α+1
rium whose ost is still within k
1 times the optimum.
α+ k
Therefore, we

an

Φ(S)

given by

onverge to a Nash equilib-

on lude that the Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy is at most

α+1
k α+
1 .
k

5.4

Comments

α = 0

For

the SAND game is equivalent to the original Shapley network design game.

Indeed, expressions (3) and (4)
and

2

P oS = Hk .

de reases, and tends to 1 for
sin e for

onrm the results already demonstrated in [1℄ :

α values,
P oS → 1).

In the SAND game, for in reasing

α → ∞

so ial

the

α→∞

(then also

P oA = k
P oS

the upper bound on the
This

an be easily explained

omponent of obje tive fun tion (1) is predominant.

In this

limiting behavior, all users share the same utility fun tion, whi h is the se ond term of
expression (1); in su h a situation, the so ial network optimum (i.e., the network with the
minimum total

ost) is obviously also a Nash equilibrium, sin e the obje tive fun tion of

ea h single player

oin ides with the so ial network

On the other hand, our lower bound on the
orresponds to the (quite
users

ost (multiplied by

P oA

in reases when

ounter-intuitive) fa t that, in some

α).
α in

reases.

This

ases, more so ially-aware

an design less e ient networks. This happens for example in the simple instan e of

Fig. 1. Su h ine ien y is due to the myopi
the ee t of its own

hoi e (i.e.,

de ision

riterion: ea h player only

hanging the sele ted path), without

onsiders

onsidering eventual

future de isions from the other players.
However, it

an be observed from expression (8) that the

stri tly de reases for in reasing

RP oA

is less than

k.

α

values.

For large

α

RP oA

of the SAND game

values (notably, for

network, worst- ase s enarios like that illustrated in Figure 1 are eliminated.

RR n° 7141
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Therefore, if the SAND game is played starting from an empty
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Finally, our simulations show that the Nash equilibria rea hed in the SAND game are,
in average,

onsistently better than those a hieved by the Shapley game, as we will show in

Se tion 7.

6

The Network Administrator-Driven So ially-Aware Network Design game

We now illustrate a variation of the SAND game, named the Network Administrator-Driven
SAND (NAD-SAND) game, where a network administrator plays before the users, and his
aim is to drive them to the best Nash equilibrium possible.
Sin e

omputing the optimal Sta kelberg strategy is NP-hard, we present in this paper

a simple strategy that a hieves

onsistent performan e improvements.

Su h approa h is

implemented via the following heuristi :
1. Given the network topology, the network administrator solves a generalized Steiner
Tree problem [12℄, determining the minimum- ost subnetwork su h that the sour e /
opt
be the set of edges
onne ted by a path. Let E

destination nodes of ea h player are

belonging to su h optimal subnetwork.
2. The network administrator

hooses all links belonging to

E opt ,

thus oering to share

eventually their

ost with the other players. Therefore, using the notation introdu ed
opt
(that is, the network adminisin Se tion III, after this step we have xe = 1, ∀e ∈ E

trator has already

hosen all links that are

3. At this point, all the

k

optimal

from a so ial point of view).

users play the SAND game, ea h trying to optimize its own

obje tive fun tion, whi h is the same of expression (1).
The rationale behind the proposed NAD-SAND game is the following:

the network

administrator tries to motivate all players to use the links that belong to the so ially optimal
solution by sharing their
su h heuristi

ost with network users. We will show in the next Se tion that

is very ee tive, and permits to obtain dramati

performan e improvements

with respe t to the SAND game.
We observe that the rst step of the NAD-SAND game involves solving an NP-Complete
problem. However, several e ient heuristi s and approximation algorithms have been proposed to solve su h problem in a reasonable

omputation time [12, 13, 14℄. In the numeri al

results presented in the next Se tion we were able to

ompute exa tly the minimum

ost

generalized Steiner tree using a simple ILP formulation, and solving it with the CPLEX 11
solver [15℄.
Finally, we observe that as

α → ∞,

the NAD-SAND game always rea hes the minimum

ost network sin e for ea h player the ost of hoosing any link that does not belong to the
opt
) has an ex eedingly large ost. As a onsequen e,
minimum- ost subnetwork (i.e., to E

P oA → 1

as

α → ∞.

We now derive a lower bound on the Pri e of Anar hy for the NAD-SAND game.
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In the NAD-SAND game, a lower bound on the Pri e of Anar hy (P oA) is
given by the following expression:

Proposition 4

P oA ≥

for α ≤

k
2

k
2(1 + α)

(10)

− 1.

Proof: Let us onsider the network s enario illustrated in Figure 2, where ea h of the
players must
a

onne t the sour e node

ost equal to

C,

The minimum
(with

with

ommon destination node

t.

Link

ν→t

k

has

2 ≤ C ≤ k.
ν → t,

ase formed by all links

si → ν

ost is equal to C . Hen e, the network
opt
onstitute the E
set.

so that its

hoose all these links, whi h

In the optimal out ome, ea h player
formed network is

to the

ost generalized Steiner Tree is in this

ost zero) and by link

administrator will

si

i

hooses the

si → ν → t

path, and the

ost of the

C.

t

1

s1

1

0

....

1

....

s3

s2
0

1

0

....

v

1

sk−1
0

sk

0

C

Figure 2: Parallel link topology: bound on the Pri e of Anar hy for the NAD-SAND game.

The NAD-SAND game, however, admits another Nash equilibrium. Let us suppose that

k users are routed over the dire t path, si → t, with total ost k . It an be easily
α ≤ C2 − 1, no user has a gain to deviate and hoose the si → ν → t path, with
ost equal to C .
Then, the ost of the network is k . Now if C = 2(1 + α), the above inequality is satised,
k
k
and we obtain that the Pri e of Anar hy is at least
C = 2(1+α) .
2
initially all

seen that if

RR n° 7141
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7

Numeri al Results

In this Se tion, we report the results obtained by the proposed So ially-Aware Network
Design (SAND) and Network Administrator-Driven SAND (NAD-SAND) games in random
network topologies as well as in real ISP topologies,

omparing them both to the Shapley

network design game [1℄ and to the so ial optimum. To this end, we

onsider both randomly

generated network instan es and real ISP topologies mapped by the Ro ketfuel tool [16, 17℄.
Random networks are obtained using a
(BRITE [18, 19℄) to
In all

ustom generator as well as a degree-based generator

reate topologies with a power law distribution of node degrees.

ases, we start from the empty network and we apply iteratively the best response

algorithm illustrated in Se tion 4, until a Nash equilibrium is rea hed.
For ea h s enario we report the total network
for dierent

α

ost obtained by the proposed games

values, as well as the optimal network

ost (the ILP

olumn), obtained

formulating the generalized Steiner Tree problem [12℄ with an Integer Linear Program (ILP),
using AMPL [20℄, and solving it with the CPLEX solver [15℄. Solving su h problem provides
the least- ost network topology that
a term of

onne ts all sour e/destination pairs, thus representing

omparison for the e ien y of the equilibria rea hed by our proposed games.

Finally, we evaluated numeri ally the Pri e of Anar hy and the Pri e of Stability in all our
simulation settings, and we found that they are, respe tively, always less than 1.78 and 1.56,
hen e

onsistently lower than the bounds provided in Se tion V.

Full-Mesh Topologies
We rst

×

onsider full-mesh network topologies with 50 nodes randomly distributed on a 1000

1000 square area and 20 players (sour e/destination pairs). The

ost of ea h link is equal

to its length, and the numeri al results, averaged over 20 random extra tions, are reported
in Table I.
The SAND game permits to obtain network equilibria with a

ost signi antly lower

(approximately 13%) than that obtained with the Shapley network design game (i.e., the
SAND row with

α = 0),

even though there is still room for improvements, as demonstrated

by the gap existing between the SAND game and the optimal

ost (the ILP

This gap is lled by the NAD-SAND game, whi h a hieves
equilibria for all

α values (up to more than 30%), in

luding the

onsistently

α=0

olumn).
heaper Nash

ase, thus representing

a very ee tive approa h also when applied to the original Shapley network design game.
Furthermore, when

α

is su iently large (≥

optimum (i.e., the generalized Steiner Tree

10),

the NAD-SAND game rea hes exa tly the

ost).

Random Topologies
To generate random network instan es, we have implemented a topology generator whi h
onsiders a square area with edge equal to 1000, and randomly extra ts the position of

N

nodes, uniformly distributed on the square area.
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Table 1: Full-Mesh topology with 50 nodes randomly distributed on a 1000
20 players: average network
network

× 1000 area and

osts for the SAND and the NAD-SAND games. The optimal

ost is also reported. The

ost of ea h link is set equal to its length.

Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

6956.17

6124.62

6037.53

6043.82

6050.94

6046.66

NAD-SAND

5718.86

4707.48

4214.63

4214.63

4214.63

4214.63

As for the network links, whi h
onsider two alternative



Random geometri

R.


The link

an be bought by players to

onne t their endpoints, we

graphs: links exist between any two nodes lo ated within a range

ost is set equal to its length.

randomly extra ted

C

4214.63

hoi es:

Random network model Uniform: a given number of links,
the 0 to

ILP

ouples of nodes. The

L,

is generated between

ost of ea h link is uniformly distributed in

range (C being the maximum link

Given a random network, 20 random sele tions of

ost).

k = 20

sour e/destination

ouples are

onsidered.
Figure 3 shows the networks resulting at the Nash equilibria with the SAND game in

R = 500, 20 sour e/destination
α values (viz., α = 0 and α = 50).
We observe that for α = 50 the topology is mu h loser to a tree-like topology than that
obtained by the Shapley network design game (α = 0). This is ree ted in the total network
ost, whi h is equal to 7046.3 for α = 0 and to 5336.2 for α = 50, thus resulting in a gain of
a random geometri

graph s enario with 50 nodes, range

pairs, and two dierent

more than 24%.
Table II illustrates the results obtained in the same random network s enario of Figure
3, with 50 nodes, range

R = 500

and 20 sour e/destination pairs (players).

The results

are averaged on 20 sour e/destination random sele tions, and also on 5 random topologies.
The Table reports the total

ost of the network planned by the SAND and NAD-SAND

games, as well as the optimal network

ost. Also in this s enario, the SAND game a hieves

improved equilibria with respe t to the Shapley network design game (up to 13.2%). The
NAD-SAND game outperforms the SAND game, further de reasing the planned network
ost, and rea hes, for

α ≥ 10,

the so ial optimum.

Table III shows the numeri al results obtained using Random network model Uniform in networks with 100 nodes,

L = 2000

sour e/destination pairs. The total network

links, maximum link

ost

C = 100

and 20

osts are illustrated in the Table for both the

SAND and NAD-SAND games, while the ILP

olumn reports the optimal network

ost.

Although there is still room for improvement, in this s enario the SAND game approa hes
the ILP bound, and
the

α=0

RR n° 7141
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Table 2:

Random geometri

players: average network
network

graphs; random networks with 50 nodes,

R = 500

osts for the SAND and the NAD-SAND games.

and 20

The optimal

ost is also reported.

Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

6567.73

6074.57

5708.95

5724.18

5736.17

5706.09

NAD-SAND

5645.44

4675.13

4213.82

4213.82

4213.82

4213.82

Also in this

ILP
4213.82

ase, the NAD-SAND game performs better than the SAND game, lowering

the overall network

ost of more than

11%, rea

hing the so ially optimal out ome for

α ≥ 50.

Table 3: Random network model Uniform; random networks with 100 nodes, 2000 links,
maximum link

ost

C = 100,

20 players: average network

NAD-SAND games. The optimal network

osts for the SAND and the

ost is also reported.

Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

314.69

294.18

296.38

295.09

295.57

296.48

NAD-SAND

295.85

274.38

263.70

263.25

263.25

263.25

ILP
263.25

Power Law topologies
We further

onsidered BRITE, a degree-based topology generator [18, 19℄, whi h was used to

generate power law topologies; the Barabási

−

Albert model [21℄ was adopted with default

parameters provided by BRITE.
We generated two dierent power-law network s enarios: one with 100 nodes and average
node degree equal to 3, whi h

ontained about 300 links; the other with 300 nodes and

average node degree equal to 5, whi h

ontained about 1500 links. The

ost of ea h link was

set equal to its length.
Table IV reports the

orresponding numeri al results, in luding the optimal network

ost

obtained solving the ILP model.
In this

ase, the Nash equilibria rea hed by the Shapley network design game are already

lose to the optimum. This is mainly due to the fa t that power law topologies, whi h result
in short

hara teristi

path lengths and heavy

lustering, are the result of so ial

on erns

that eventually bring e ien y to the network design (even though not expli itly expressed
in the underlying routing proto ols design).
The SAND and NAD-SAND games, however, permit to improve the e ien y of su h
equilibria, nally obtaining the minimum

ost network provided by the ILP model.
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Table 4: Power law topologies generated using BRITE: average network
and the NAD-SAND games. The optimal network

osts for the SAND

ost is also reported.

100 nodes
Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

15980.20

15684.28

15596.31

15593.69

15593.43

15602.21

NAD-SAND

15479.98

15314.14

15314.14

15314.14

15314.14

15314.14

ILP
15314.14

300 nodes
Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

22580.82

22312.27

22224.65

22210.97

22210.55

22210.55

NAD-SAND

22052.06

21987.68

21927.41

21927.41

21927.41

21927.41

ILP
21927.41

Real ISP topologies
Finally, we

onsider three real ISP topologies mapped using Ro ketfuel [16, 17℄, listed in

Table V, with an in reasing number of nodes and links. Table VI shows the results obtained
in su h topologies, that is, the total network
obtained solving the ILP model. The link

osts as well as the optimal network

osts

osts are those provided by Ro ketfuel, and we

performed 20 random sele tions of 20 sour e/destination pairs.

Table 5: Ro ketfuel-inferred ISP topologies: number of network nodes and links.
Network

Lo ation

Nodes

Telstra

AU

108

Links

Sprintlink

US

141

748

Abovenet

US

315

1944

306

In the small-size Telstra topology, the equilibria found by the SAND game (as well as
those of the Shapley network formation game) are very
rea hed by the NAD-SAND game for
game diminishes the total network
NAD-SAND game always plans
for relatively small

α

α ≥ 50.

lose to the optimum, whi h is

As for the other ISP topologies, the SAND

osts, and approa hes the optimal ILP solution, while the

heaper networks, a hieving the optimal out ome already

values.

A nal interesting point that we would like to mention is the resilien e of the proposed
network design game solutions to link failures.
des ribed above we individuated the most

In parti ular, for the three ISP s enarios

ongested link (i.e., the one used by the largest

number of players), dropped it and re omputed new equilibria. It turns out that the new
network

osts in all the

RR n° 7141

ases are at most 2% higher than the

osts of the original networks.
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Table 6: Ro ketfuel topologies, 20 sour e/destination pairs: average network
SAND and the NAD-SAND games. The optimal network
Game

α=0

α=1

α = 10

α = 50

α = 100

α = 1000

SAND

165.55

164.55

163.15

163.10

163.10

163.10

NAD-SAND

163.25

160.70

158.55

157.95

157.95

157.95

Network
Telstra
Sprintlink
Abovenet

8

osts for the

ost is also reported.

SAND

286.25

282.60

280.90

280.30

280.30

280.30

NAD-SAND

270.30

263.35

256.85

255.65

255.60

255.60

SAND

301.30

292.65

287.45

287.45

287.05

287.05

NAD-SAND

282.95

272.50

262.10

261.55

261.55

261.55

ILP
157.95
255.60
261.55

Con lusion

In this paper we proposed the So ially-Aware Network Design game, a novel network formation game where users are
and individual

hara terized by an obje tive fun tion that

ombines both so ial

on erns in a unied and exible manner.

We studied the e ien y of the Nash equilibria a hieved by the proposed game, providing
bounds on the Pri e of Anar hy, the Pri e of Stability and the Rea hable Pri e of Anar hy.
Our analyti al results show that when users are more sensitive to the so ial

ost, the best

stable network is more e ient. However, an opposite result holds for the worst
highly so ially-aware users

ase, sin e

an design stable networks that are mu h more expensive than

the networks designed by purely selsh users.
For this reason, we further proposed the Network Administrator-Driven SAND game,
where the network administrator implements a link building strategy that drives users to
the best Nash equilibrium in terms of system performan e, thus ar hite ting the desired
network.
We measured the performan e of our proposed games in several network s enarios, inluding real ISP topologies, and we showed how they outperform

lassi al network formation

games (like the Shapley network design game), often obtaining the so ially optimal out ome.
Su h results demonstrate that introdu ing in entives to make users more so ially-aware
an be a very ee tive solution to a hieve stable and e ient networks in a distributed way.
Furthermore, if in entives are deployed, the intervention of a network administrator
lead to dramati

an

performan e improvements, as demonstrated by our proposed Sta kelberg

game.
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